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Education in United Kingdom

How to build a career in the UK: study, work, visa

The UK market has its own features of job search, ranging from the type of visa and ending with the
preferences of companies and cultural features.With the exit of the country from the European
Union, the rules will change in favor of applicants from Russia.What awaits them?Proper visa

Standard work permit in Britain - Visa Tier 2 (General).To obtain it, the potential employer should
have a license allowing to hire foreigners (SPONSORSHIP LICENCE), and your future post is a
corresponding salary level.According to June 2019, Britain has more than 30,000 license
companies.Requirements for salary

From 30,000 per year and above, depending on your specialization in accordance with the
professional list of Code of Practice.For comparison, for graduates of British universities when
switching from a Tier 4 student visa at Tier 2 (General), the salary requirements are significantly
lower (on average from 19,500 per year).

Training visa generally gives a qualitative advantage.It allows you to work and experience.If you are
in Britain on Visa Tier 4 (General), in most cases you will have the opportunity to work with a
specialty 20 hours a week.

There is also a Tier 5 (GAE) - a temporary working visa for young professionals.It is intended for
students and graduates who graduated from the university not more than three years ago and with
an internship offer no more than a year.That is, if you have reappeted in Britain and could not find a
job, you still have a chance to return.Plus such a visa is that the company does not need a license
for foreigners.

Pleasant Bonus: If you are married and planning moving to study or work, your spouse or spouse
has the right to get a visa in Dependant status and immediately start looking for work without
restrictions.

And most importantly: remember that come to Britain on a tourist visa to look for work in place,
illegally.You may be deported to the prohibition of the subsequent entry.Exception - If you arrived at
an invitation to an interview.British Migration Policy 2018/2019
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The upcoming British exit from the European Union promises many advantages to applicants from
Russia and the CIS.In December 2018, the country submitted a new approach to immigration: in
fact, the European Union citizens will be equalized in rights with all the rest

They will also need to receive a working visa.

At the same time, the procedure will be strongly simplified by canceling Resident Labour Market
Test

Checking the local labor market for the presence of personnel, which was an obstacle to obtaining a
visa.Requires requirements and to the level of education and qualifications.Graduate graduates and
undergraduate will have six months on finding work, in an ending phd - for a whole year.Finally, the
list of sought-after professions will be revised - it is possible that in the direction of expansion.

Already this year, British universities from the Russell Group association provide graduates with the
opportunity to stay to search for work for six months.With good learning and competent planning,
this is enough for employment and submission to a visa.Work: on whose side chances

Britain and Ireland have a deficit of IT professionals, so it is the last to be easier to get a Tier 2
working visa (General).And to work in a large company, they do not need the perfect knowledge of
the English language - more importantly, technical skills and experience.The most deficit areas

Product management, system administration, IT architecture, 2D and 3D animation, video game
development and security systems.

But there are not only chances of representatives of technical specialties.Moreover, out of 2332
open vacancies of British companies published in July on LinkedIn, technical

minority.For example, companies such as Facebook, Bloomberg, Amazon and Transfergo are
looking for Russian-speaking business accounts and business development managers, and several
banks and Studios Warner Brothers

analysts.

Recently, marketers are highly appreciated, which are actively hired both large LEGO scale
corporations and numerous startups and small and medium business.Especially in demand, skills
associated with Digital Marketing and Promotion in social networks.The chances of employment
have a higher chance of employment for those who are already working on companies known in the
British or international markets.Find work in Britain and specialists in the field of consulting, HR and
project management.

It is more difficult to get a Russian-speaking copywriter or journalist.It is important to have a
competitive advantage over English colleagues or vacancies in the Russian-speaking edition.You
can try to start working on the British company remotely.



There is a delusion that only large companies will be able to make a working visa.It is not: more than
60% of our customers received a visa thanks to companies with 10-300 employees.First, on
vacancies to such firms below competition, secondly, your unique knowledge is more flexibly
assessed.

Separate segment - startups based Russian-speaking entrepreneurs in London.Their hundreds,
they often need specialists and prefer to work with compatriots.Again to learn?

Study (magistracy and graduate school) is the easiest way to start a career in the UK.What are the
advantages of this choice?

The first and basic - finished learning, university graduates can switch to the student Tier 4 on
working Tier 2 without departure from the country.Moreover, the employer does not need to hold
Resident Labour Market Test - the recent graduates are released from him.

Search for work on site opens up many advantages.If you study in such major cities as London or
Manchester, you will have the opportunity to attend non-national events, career exhibitions, thematic
lectures.

Finally, the companies themselves regularly send representatives to universities to tell about
themselves and find future employees.Take the best and save

Training costs in Britain can be reduced, but will have to try.There are a large number of grants and
scholarships.They are issued by universities themselves, as well as third-party organizations and
funds.Many Russian-speaking specialists do not even try to apply for a grant or scholarship,
referring to the fact that they have no chance.And in vain!

Universities announced grants and scholarships on sites in the section International Students ->
Funding.Almost all universities give discounts to foreigners, you just need to ask the admission
committee.There are grants for payment of 20-30% and even 100% of the cost of training.

Scholarships and grants from external funds are usually issued according to a specific criterion - for
example, ethnic minorities or entering a narrow specialty in the field of arts, etc.

However, there are more opportunities for financing.For example, the British Government of
Cheventing, which involves the full student content.However, after the end of the program you will
need to return to Russia / CIS countries at least two years.

Britain appreciates a narrow specialization, so it is not necessary to choose a diploma MVA - such
education gives too general knowledge.If you are planning to enter the magistracy, it is better to
choose a narrower program associated with the sphere in which you plan to work or have
experience.Sell yourself correct



British employers love energetic applicants, ideal resumes without mistakes and notable
accompanying letters.In the summary, concentrate on experience and skills, but do not forget to tell,
in what charitable projects you participated, what do you like to do at your leisure and on what
musical instruments are playing.

Earn positioning in social networks.Remove photos from parties from open access.Bring to
perfection resume in English.The same applies to the LinkedIn profile.Fill it in detail and make it
searching for useful contacts.Tie the dialogue, sincerely interest what the potential key contact is
engaged.Tell yourself, ask about open jobs.

In addition to open vacancies, which can be signed on Glassdoor, Linkedin, etc., you should create
a list of organizations of interest to you and send them a summary.

Remember the saying that man

Is the blacksmith itself of his happiness?To build a career, this is the most eloquent appeal to
action.A clear plan is accompanied by a clear plan - accidentally brings only units.The presence of a
strategy (not in the head, but on paper, and with prescribed deadlines and clear steps) and strict
adherence to it necessarily lead to the place in the sun under the sun and in Britain, and anywhere
else.
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Herman Gref on education in Russia and abroad

In February of this year, in honor of its 55th anniversary, the President and Chairman of the Board of
Sberbank of Russia German Gref gave a great interview with the TASS agency.We publish a
fragment of this conversation, which reflected the views of Herman Gref on the state of Russian and
foreign educational systems.The company "Global Dialogue".

Read more

Success Story: A student "Global Dialogue" entered the University of Ivy League

Our student is Christina, who is being trained in the American College Kings Concordia College New
York, received an invitation from the University of Ivy League.In an interview with Christina, he told
about his passion for the hotel business and studying in the United States.

Read more



Catastrophe in Russian engineering education

According to the head of Skolteha Alexander Kuleshova, Russian education in the field of
engineering and IT is experiencing global decline.What happened to the Patriotic Engineering
School and where in the world you can get current knowledge of technical specialties - read in our
article.

Read more
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